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Maldives Surf – Outer Atolls 
Breaks
The southern South Huvadhoo Atoll (also called Gaaf Dhaal) has over a dozen named 
breaks on the reef channels round its southeast coast.

During our Southern atoll trips, we will be surfing at below surf breaks in Huvadhoo. 
(Tentative). 

The main surf breaks on the southern coast, going clockwise from east to west are:

Tigers: (Tiger Stripes)
This long, wrapping left breaks over a coral reef with parallel grooves like the stripes of 
a tiger. With a solid swell the tricky take-off leads into a long wall that wraps around and 
gets faster and steeper into a final barrel section.

Antiques:
Across the channel from Tigers, its right handed twin is a smaller wave, easier to handle 
– better for beginners, especially when the swell is bigger.

Love Charms:
Very reliable left-hander works on any swell, but changes as the swell gets bigger. At 
low tides with a small swell, it has two sections starting with a hollow wall then some 
nice little pockets. When it’s bigger, the sections join up in a long, solid wall with a series 
of barrels.

Two Ways:
A more relaxed wave that goes both left and right off the southern tip of the reef. It 
works at all tides, breaking into deeper water than many of the shallow reefs around, so 
it’s good for intermediate surfers and a fun wave for everyone. The right needs a slightly 
bigger swell, but they both work at any swell over a metre with long, peeling walls.

Five Islands:
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On the southeastern corner of the same reef pass, this long and solid right-hander 
needs a south swell and a mid- to high tide (can be dangerously shallow at low tide).

Needs a swell of well over a metre and handles twice that and more. When the section 
link up, it’s a long, hollow, barrelling and very fast wave for advanced surfers.

Bluebowls: (Voodoos)
This wave is surfable all the time, all swells, all tides, and all sizes. It is a good length for 
an easy ride and nice sections for some moves.

Blue Bowls

At the eastern tip of Vaadhoo island, the reef point forms a long, wrapping right hand 
wave.

Blue Bowls Huvadhoo
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Good at all tides, and protected from onshore winds, it works on small and large swells 
but is ideal around 1.5 to 2m with a westerly wind, when it has a whole series of bowl 
sections linked by smooth walls. Fun wave for shredders and longboarders alike.

Castaways:
Breaking over the eastern tip of an isolated reef, this right hander is definitely for high 
tides.

The take off is easy, but gets steep fast, and shoots into the speedy end section over 
shallow reef. A great wave when the swell gets to 2m or more.
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Beacons:
On the western edge of the Fiyoari channel, Beacons is one of the most powerful 
Maldives surf breaks.

A fierce and fickle right, it’s strictly for skilled and serious surfers. Needs a clean 
southwestern swell to make it peel along the edge of a shallow reef, forming an epic 
tube. Southeast or even southern swells will close out unpredictably onto the coral.

NOTE:DISLAIMER: THE ITIENRARY IS HIGHLY TENTATIVE AND SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE BASED ON WEATHER, CURRENTS AND OTHER FACTORS. 


